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	Project Title: Documenting long-term ecological changes in Northwest Wyoming with repeat photography
	Project Type: Research and monitoring
	Affiliate: Other - private researcher, Forest Service, Teton Conservation District
	Location of Project: Gros Ventre and Teton Mountains, Northwest Wyoming
	Description Of Project 1:   Visit and re-photograph historic scenes taken in NW Wyoming, and compare the historic and modern images. Detailed notes on geology, vegetation, and wildlife use, and past land use augment the images.   Some of the images were re-taken about 50 years ago, by George Gruell, wildlife biologist for the Teton National Forest, so these would have his image and his descriptions too.    This project started in 2015, and has continued through 2016, 2017, and 2018. A main goal is capturing all vegetation types, from sagebrush to alpine, on the upper Snake River basin from south of Yellowstone National Park to the north end of the Wyoming Range. So far, 121 scenes have been re-taken. These are mostly east of the Tetons, across the Jackson Hole Basin, and the mountains from the Thorofare region, down through the Mt. Leidy Highlands and Gros Ventre Mountains, along the Hoback River, and part of the Wyoming Range. The earliest scenes are from 1872, and most are from before 1912. Euro-American settlement and management was relatively late here, so most scenes reflect nearly pristine conditions.   The efforts in 2019 and 2020 should complete the project. Funding from this grant would be used mostly in 2019, and some in 2020. Up through 2018, funders have provided $31,254.   Three main products would be: A working file for local  managers and researchers (photos, notes, maps, etc.) and digital versions of the same, some way to serve the images, descriptions, and metadata on the internet, a book that would connect natural history (geology, vegetation ecology, and cultural history (land use, legal designations and policy, etc.).  An internet site   https://usfs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=45f0f6583c0d42b3bae773ae5b599df0 has been started, and a searchable database to select and view images as well. Both can be improved and linked together.  In-kind funding is included under "Publishing".   
	Problem to be Solved 1:    There are lingering questions about what the natural habitat looked like, and how livestock grazing and fire suppression may have changed the mix of habitats. Historic scenes indicate what conditions were like under natural conditions, and the re-takes show what has occurred since. Some questions are:How prevalent were natural wildfires, and what was the mix of severity over time, over the landscape?What was the impact of livestock grazing, especially domestic sheep, on the vegetation within bighorn sheep habitat?   Answering these questions will help land managers understand natural fire regimes and likely improve habitat using prescribed or natural fires.
	Address 1: P. O. Box 453
	Address 2: Driggs, Idaho 83422
	Daytime Phone Number: (208) 354-8289
	Fax: 
	No: mmerig@silverstar.com
	Are you a current member of WYWSF:   X
	Yes: 
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	undefined_7: 0
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	undefined_10: 
	undefined_11: 1428 (perdiem and travel)
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	Title: 
	Date:  April 30, 2019
	1_2: Jackson Hole News and Guide
	2_2: Teton Valley News
	3: Caspar Star-Tribune
	4: Rampage, also presentation to WY-WSF by Merigliano
	Name: Michael F. Merigliano, PhD
	Print: 
	Save: 
	Clear Form: 
	applicant name: 
	Solve the problem:   Historic scenes capture the fire history leading up to the time of photography. the lead-time varies, but could be a century or more on conifer sites, and two to three decades in sagebrush. The re-takes indicate response to fire, and the scenes include a wide range of time since fire. Inferences about fire frequency and recovery will be made by incorporating vegetation type, time since fire, and the severity of fire.  Livestock grazing could impact vegetation at mid-to high elevations. Some of the areas were never grazed by domestic livestock, so these places serve as a long-term reference across the entire time period (100 years+). Some areas, particularly the Teton Range, had significant domestic sheep grazing from around 1910 to the 1980's or so. The image comparisons can show obvious differences due to livestock grazing.
	other financial groups: US Forest Service, Teton Conservation District, 2015 to 2018                 $31254US Forest Service, pending                                                                         $2500


